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From the desk of Associate Dean, Innovation and Incubation:  

While the institute has been relentless in its pursuit of developing new knowledge and ideas, the efforts 

are now being made for seeking legal protection for the intellectual property and to actively seek transfer 

of the developments in the laboratory to the society by encouraging entrepreneurship.  The 

entrepreneurship culture is taking roots in the IIT Roorkee community with a few faculty members 

taking the plunge in addition to a healthy participation by students and alumni to incubate their business 

ideas at the TIDES - the business incubator at IIT Roorkee.

Manish Shrikhande

Prof. Karun Rawat and Prof. Meenakshi Rawat

 IRdsp Solutions, a startup at TIDES, IIT 

Roorkee.

 in the department of Electronic and Communication 

Engineering group have developed high efficiency, highly linear power amplifiers for mobile base-

stations and satellite communication. These power amplifiers are the driving force for green 

communications to provide better signal quality with less power consumption leading to a longer 

battery life.  Based on this research, the team led by Prof. Meenakshi Rawat has incubated innovative 

cutting edge technologies for complete transmitter solutions at

Power Amplifier Design &    
  Linearization Applications

Wireless communication                    Space technology                             Defence sector
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Title: Smart Performance Roadmap for Airport Terminal Buildings in India

Sponsor: Department of Science and Technology, Government of India 

Prof. E. Rajasekar
Department of Architecture and Planning 
Email: raj.fap@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: Airports operate as businesses and therefore need to make a business case 
for capital expenditures.  These types of decisions include investments in energy 
consuming equipment or energy efficiency measures.  The project intends to carry 
out real-time performance data monitoring and baseline development for airport terminals.  The project 
will deliver a characterization model based on Energy and Indoor Environmental Quality.  The project 
will propose key performance indicators for this building typology and implementation pathways to 
achieve efficiency.  In order to ensure effective outreach, the team will develop a prototypical-national 
data networking platform for monitoring, tracking and analyzing the key performance indicators.  

Title: Development of an Active Self-Actuating Smart Needle for Image Guided 
Percutaneous Cancer Interventions

Sponsor: Science and Engineering Research Board, Govt. of India.

Prof. Felix Orlando Maria Joseph
Department of Electrical Engineering 
Email : felixfee@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: During cancer interventional procedures, guiding a needle to a precise 
location accurately inside soft tissue is a difficult task.    Moreover, quantitative real-
time sensory feedback is seldom available, and the needle is usually straight and rigid.  

In recent years, an increased developmental effort has been directed to improve medical imaging and 
interventional delivery systems, but needles have been left out from this evolution.    Hence, the primary 
aim of this research work will be in developing a smart needling device with distributed actuation and 
sensors along its shaft for percutaneous cancer treatment interventions through image guided feedback 
control in soft tissue with greater flexibility and maneuverability.   Thus, improving easy access and 
accurate reaching to the target by avoiding obstacles and with full conformity of the anatomical structure.  

Recently Registered Research Projects
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Abstract: Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) between host-
pathogen proteins play a vital role in initiation and progress of 
an infection. We propose to develop a program (web server) 
that will predict human-pathogen PPIs, and hence assist in 
identification of inhibitors/drugs that can block the 
interactions and prevent infections.

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) is a remarkable organism 
capable of adapting and surviving in myriad stresses that 
prevail within the host. Due to the cardinal importance of regulatory pathways/networks for survival 
and persistence of mycobacteria, we propose to build a comprehensive regulatory map of MTB 
displaying the entire network across all the upstream or downstream orders of regulation, for 
identification of novel target(s).

Title: Identification of Novel Targets for Effective Drugs/Vaccines against Infectious 
Diseases by Employing Computational Strategies

Sponsor : Science and Engineering Research Board, Govt. of India

Prof. Deepak Sharma
Department of  Biotechnology
Email: deepak.fbt@iitr.ac.in

Protein-protein interaction network

Title: Strong and Wear Resistant SiC Nano Composites for Efficient Green
Transport Engine Systems

Sponsor: Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India

Prof. B. Venkata Manoj Kumar
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering
Email:  manojfmt@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: Owing to the unique combination of light weight, high hardness, high 
temperature strength and excellent wear resistance, silicon carbide (SiC) ceramics can 
be used as revolutionary approach for wear-resistant components in fuel injector 
systems to achieve reduced emissions, improved fuel efficiency and superior engine performance. The 
wear by incomplete combustion products can be reduced by microstructural engineering. While 

machinability and thermal shock 
resistance of SiC can be improved by 
h-BN reinforcement, strengthening 
can be achieved by grain refinement. 
The major aim of the present Indo-
Korea collaborative project is to 
develop strong and wear resistant 
SiC-h-BN nano composites for 
transport engines. 
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Title : Detection of  Spoiled Coconuts at Pre-Processing Stage by Portable Wireless 
Electronic Sensor

Sponsor: Coconut Development Board (Ministry of Agriculture)

Prof. Debabrata Sircar 
Department of Biotechnology
Email: debsrfbt@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: Coconut is one of the most important 
palm crops of India accounting for 31% of total 
global production of coconut. Coconut water has 
tremendous health-protective properties. However 
during the production of value added products 
from coconut, mostly the water gets contaminated 
at pre-processing stage due to mixing of spoiled 
coconut water. As a result a huge amount of coconut water is wasted without any value addition.

Any technology for the detection of spoiled coconuts at pre-processing stage is not yet available. This 
project aims to develop world's first portable volatomics-based wireless electronic sensor for the non-
invasive detection of spoiled coconuts at pre-processing stage.

Title : Development of an Electronic Nose for the Optimum Harvesting Time and 
Fruit Quality in Apple and Papaya
Sponsor: Indian Council of Agricultural Research- National Agricultural Science Fund

Prof. Debabrata Sircar 
Department of Biotechnology
Ema

Abstract: One of the most important needs of fruit producers is to determine optimal harvesting time to 
assure the correct fruit ripening stage, high nutritional value and extended post-harvesting shelf life as 
expected by consumers. The goal of the project is to develop a low-cost non-invasive sensor system for 
determining the correct fruit ripening stages of apple and papaya for harvesting. This project would lead 
to technological advancement by developing a world's first low-cost portable wireless sensor prototype 
for easy and accurate determination of optimum ripening stage for apple and papaya based on ripening 
associated volatiles. The outcome will ensure high post-harvest fruit quality and reduced loss as 
expected by the consumers. 

il: debsrfbt@iitr.ac.in
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Title: Translating Urban Spaces as Strategic Energy and Water Security Measure

Sponsor: Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India

Prof.  Mahua Mukherjee
Department of Architecture and Planning
Email: mahuafap@iitr.ac.in

Abstract:  Green Urban Space (GUS) is multifaceted opportunity for Eco-system 
services and Risk resiliency measure for urban water and energy security; yet it finds 
limited exploration. The present study focuses on application potential, stakeholders' 
role, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in GUS intervention, lessons from best 

practices, and relevant policy/ legal mandates and challenges for GUS as an alternative or 
complementary urban Infrastructure service. Survey, planning and design data collection, interactive 
assessment framework, feasibility analysis of Government schemes and mission relevant for GUS and 
performance evaluation for selected green infrastructure in the Living Laboratory will be followed. 
Identifying scope of implementation, strategy and technique development for intervention, monitoring 
and handholding planning kit and projectisation are deliverables of the project.

Title: Cellulose Based Flexible Supercapacitor Devices

Sponsor: Science & Engineering Research Board, Govt. of India

Prof. Paritosh Mohanty
Department of Chemistry
Email: pmfcy@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: The research in the field of flexible energy storage devices has gain 
multifold momentum with large proliferation of multifunctional light weight and 
wearable electronic devices. Affordable, high-performance flexible energy storage devices made from 

the highly abundant elements is the need of the hour. 
In the proposed research, the paper matrices  
immobilized with various, metal-metaloxide 
nanoparticle, organic polymer, non-metallic hybrid 
nanoporous materials as flexible electrode materials 
will be investigated. The paper is made up of cellulose, 
hence supercapacitor devices constructed using 
paper will be flexible, portable, and thin, and can be 
fitted in modern miniaturized electronic devices. 
Moreover, being a biodegradable material, the paper 
based devices will be environment-friendly.

Title: Automated Sample preparation, Real Time Bioprotocol Implementation and 
Synthetic Biology using Microfluidic Lab-on-a-Chips (LoCs)

Sponsor: Science and Engineering Research Boar , Govt. of India

Prof. Sudip Roy
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Email: sudiproy.fcs@iitr.ac.in 

Abstract: Laboratory-on-a-chips (LoCs) can implement real-life bioprotocols on a 
chip of few centimetre square size area, which are used as medical diagnostic systems. 
For fully-automated LoCs, many algorithms for on-chip and automated sample 
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preparation (dilution and mixing) using 
microfluidic biochips have been 
reported. This project focuses on 
practical implementation of existing 
algorithms for sample preparation of 
biochemical fluids using OpenDrop kit 
developed by Gaudilabs, Switzerland. 
The reliability of sample preparation 
algorithms will be studied while 
considering erroneous environment and 
efficient algorithms with high reliability 
will be explored. Genetic logic circuit 
design for synthetic biology will also be 
studied using microfluidic technologies.

Title: A Novel Generic Machine Learning Driven Framework with Emphasis to 
Deep Learning for Analyzing Multi-Temporal Satellite Remote Sensing Images for
Land-Cover Monitoring

Sponsor: Science & Engineering Research Board, Govt. of India

Prof. Biplab Banerjee
Department of Computer Science & Engineering
Email: bbanfcs@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: Given a geographical area on ground, multi-temporal images are used for 
the characterization of the surface at a temporal scale. We are interested to segment 
the images in a multi-temporal sequence in a coherent fashion under the notion of transfer learning in 
this proposal. Considering the fact that the images are captured by passive sensors which are affected by 
the atmospheric conditions, we aim at developing novel deep learning based classification algorithm 
which is expected to work in this “cross-domain” scenario. We also plan to explore the notion of zero-shot 
learning subsequently which can discover novel previously unseen land-cover classes in some of the 
images of the sequence.

Title: Synthesis of Novel β-Functionalized Porphyrins for Dye-Sensitized Solar Cell 
(DSSC), Nonlinear Optical (NLO) and Anion Sensing Applications

Sponsor: Science and Engineering Research Board (SERB), Government of India

Prof. Muniappan Sankar
Department of Chemistry
Email: sankafcy@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: Energy sustainability is a prime global  economic, societal and 
environmental issue of  the modern era that demands clean and renewable energy 
resources. One of the potential  alternatives to energy production by fossil fuels is the 

conversion of solar energy into electricity via dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) which can convert 
sunlight efficiently to electricity due to their ease of fabrication and low cost as compared to traditional 
Si-based solar cells. 'Push-pull porphyrins (D-π-A)' have been utilized as sensitizers in DSSCs. However, 
the syntheses of these porphyrins involve multistep synthesis using expensive Pd-catalyzed C-C and/or 
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C-N coupling reactions under 
stringent reaction conditions 
leading to overall low yield of target 
porphyrins. In this project, we are 
planning to synthesize new families 
of 'push-pull' porphyrinic dyes 
having efficient electron donors in 
two steps without of use of Pd 
catalyst which has potentiality for 
commercialization. Further, the 
synthesized porphyrins will be 
utilized as naked-eye sensors for 
the selective detection of toxic 
anions in environmental samples 
and also as optical limiters. 

Title: Computer-Aided Sign Language Teaching-Learning Tool for the Education 
of Hearing-Impaired Children in India

Sponsor: Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India

Prof. Debashis Ghosh
Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering
Email: ghoshfec@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: Computer-assisted 
instruction offers interactive and  
customizable training to hearing 
impaired children for sign 
language learning. In this project, 
a computer-assisted learning tool  
will be developed to facilitate e-
learning of Indian sign language 
so that one can learn Indian sign 
language while seated at home 
and  even without attending a 
special  school. The key research 
issues to be investigated in this 
project are gesture analysis to 
obtain a suitable set of spatio-
temporal features for quantitative 
description of sign gestures, 
feature selection and gesture 
description to create a database of 
sign gestures,  and gesture 
synthesis by animation for 
generating desired sign gestures 
using the stored information.
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Title: Fabrication of Large Area (1 cm 1 cm) Uniform, Pin Hole Free and Highly 
Efficient (Upto 18%) Stable Perovskite Solar Cells   

Sponsor: Department of Science and Technology-
Clean Energy Research Initiative

Prof. Soumitra Satapathi 
Department of Physics
Email: ssphf.fph@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: We have a large social need 
for renewable energy especially solar 
energy. With about 300 clear, sunny 
days in a year, India's theoretically 
calculated solar energy incidence on its 
land area alone is about 5,000 trillion 
kilowatt-hours (kWh) per year (or 5 
EWh/yr). The proposed research 
project will enable us to fabricate large 
area (1 cm1 cm) pin hole free and 
uniform, highly efficient (upto 18%) 
reproducible and stable perovskite 
solar cells. This will enable us to provide 
power in remote areas of the country 
and therefore will have a large social 
and technological impact. Therefore, 
the target beneficiaries are not only 
limited to people from rural and hilly 
areas but also this is directly transferrable technology to realize zero energy smart cities.

Title: Measurement of Brain Deformations under Impact Loading

Sponsor: Department of Science and Technology, Govt. of India

Prof. Shailesh Ganpule
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Email: shaileshfme@iitr.ac.in

Abstract: Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is a major health concern, conservative 
estimates indicate that in India ~1.6 million people suffer from TBI annually. 
Knowledge of brain deformations during accelerative or impact loading is critical for 
the overall management of TBI, including the development of injury thresholds and 
personal protective equipment. This understanding is also critical for validation of 
computational models of brain biomechanics. Despite these needs, current 
understanding of brain deformations in humans or humanlike surrogates is 
extremely limited. The goal of this work is to measure full-field brain deformations in 
head surrogates under impact loading. Key contribution of the project will be new 
experimental data on brain deformations in adult and pediatric dummies.
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Coordinated by: Associate Dean Innovation and Incubation 

Contact: adii@iitr.ac.in

TIDES Incubation Centre: Coordinator Prof. Sanjeev Manhas

Contact:  tides@iitr.ac.in

Innovation and Incubation Activities 

STARTUPS by STUDENTS & ALUMNI at TIDES, IIT ROORKEE

Log9 Material Private Limited                     

 

Founder : 

Details: Log 9 material uses Graphene Nanotechnology, with an aim to innovate and develop end 
user commercial applications of the wonder material 'Graphene'. It has setup a state of art R&D 
centre in Bangalore and Deoband (UP). It has filed for 4 patents and 6 more technologies are under 
development. 
First product PPuF has already been licensed out to a Pharma Company in India. It has received Pre-
Series A funding from GEMS Plus, Delhi based Micro VC firm. Log9 material is a start-up affiliate 
member of Centre of Nanoscience and Engineering, IISc Bangalore.

Akshay V. Singhal, Metallurgy & Materials Engineering Department
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Positive Ventures  Private Limited

Founder 

Details:  aims at shedding light on the ongoing initiatives, policies and schemes of the 

Government of India (GOI) and those of the State Governments. 

It has ventured into promoting Government's Solar Mission, which has an ambitious target of 

installing 40 GW of Solar Plants on Roof Tops by 2022. This mission is worth 2,40,000 Cr. & aims to 

capture 2.5% by 2022.

It has started a mission called, 'Har-Ghar Solar', with an aim to install a solar plant on every 

potential roof top.

Founder : 

Details: MadGuy Labs™ is a leading provider of educational mobile apps for various job exams 
preparation in India.

It is currently generating revenue through percentage sharing model partnered with 25+ coaching 
institutes & 10+ independent teachers from different part of India mainly Maharashtra, Karnataka, 
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. It offers more than 50,000 dedicated students subscribing paid courses.

Founder : 

Details: Contree is a mobile application payment wallet to manage and settle group payments 
among friends on the go with free bank transfer facility. 

Spacetime Logistics Solutions Private Limited

Founder : 

Details : An online and mobile marketplace platform to connect loads/goods with trucks. 
It was rated as a startup with maximum potential in NCR by NASSCOM 10000 Startups.

: Narayan Singh Rao, Electronics & Communication Engineering Department

Deepanshu Saini, Mohit Saini;  Mechanical & Industrial Engineering

Purvish Kumar Patel; Center for Transportation Systems

The Indian Iris

Madcloud Technologies Private Limited

Alok Katiyar;  Chemical Engineering Department

Contree Enterprises Private Limited

http://theindianiris.com/
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Founder : 

Details: Developed a novel Solid State Fermentation Bioreactor for production of industrial enzymes. 

The reactor operates at high substrate loading rate in strict aseptic condition. It also overcomes heat 

accumulation and heterogeneity and facilitates online estimation of microbial activity.

Mr. Sidharth has received Biotechnology Ignition Grant (upto Rs. 50 Lacs) from BIRAC, DBT. 

The technology used also aids in air and soil quality enhancement as the substrate used for the 

production of enzymes comprises of agricultural wastes. Hence, it discourages farmers to burn the 

crop stubs and also generates a potential source of revenue for them.

Founder : 

Details : It is a IoT based home automation startup. It conquered the problem of running useless 

appliances with time management including security concerns by removing 'Master' from the setup 

which costs around Rs 12,000/- thereby decreasing the cost and making it affordable to common 

people also.

Founder: 

Details: TBS Planet Comics is among India's leading comic books publisher. Home to Indian 

superheroes like Ved, Varun, Karma, Takshak, Yug, Prakriti etc. It is currently working with Linguistics 

expert to develop comic stories in a way that kids learn new words, science principles and get aware of 

Indian history and geography.

Founder: 

Zoyo's vision is to standardize and give the ultimate control of the store in the hands of the merchant 
via smartphone, with the focus on Ease of Use and Scalability.

 Fermentech Labs

Siddharth Arora, Biotechnology Department

Deevanshu Mishra, Civil Engineering Department

Rajeev Tamhankar; Department of Polymer & Process Engineering

Ashwini Soni; Architecture & Planning Department

Aeva - Home Automation Systems 

TBS Planet Comics 

Zoyo Technologies 
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Dean, SRIC Technology Officer, SRIC
 Tel: +91-1332-28-5245 Tel: +91-1332-28-4256 
Email: dsric@iitr.ac.in                     Email: ronab.adm@iitr.ac.in

SOLUTIONS FOR MERCHANT AND RETAIL CHAINS
Providing end to end solution for Point of Sale & Retail Management to the individual retailers and 

retailers with multiple stores.

HARDWARE AND INTERNET OF THINGS SOLUTION
Providing full-fledged hardware and automation solution, catering to the needs and requirement of 

the Merchant. It will help in marketing and increasing the reach of merchant, controlling the in-store 

appliances, using sensors to enhance the merchant experience by giving unseen insights of their 

stores.

Founder : 

Details : Arka Energies, formed with the innovative idea of power inverter topology, offers lower 

stresses on capacitors and switches, improved power quality, high reliability and less common mode 

voltages. Arka Energies is working on the production of power electronics products specifically 

inverters for various applications including Solar PV Systems, Variable Frequency Drive, UPS and 

Solar Water Pumping units.  Our R&D team constantly strives to improve product design and 

performance, machinery and production methods and these are integrated into the daily work 

pattern.

Arka Energies                                                  

Dogga Raveendhra; Electrical Engineering Department

Address for Correspondence:
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